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i m an arctic travel specialist here s what it s like to May 12 2024

i m an arctic travel specialist here s what it s like to visit wild remote svalbard a list travel advisor kate herz describes her trip to the
remote archipelago in norway by kate herz

conquering the impossible my 12 000 mile journey around the Apr 11 2024

in august 2002 mike horn set out on a mission that bordered on the impossible to travel 12 000 miles around the globe at the arctic circle
alone against all prevailing winds and currents and without motorized transportation

what to pack for a trip to the arctic tripsavvy Mar 10 2024

a journey around the awesome arctic region of the svalbard islands an archipelago in the arctic ocean and just 600 miles from the north
pole will take you into a remote area that is a breeding ground for polar bears reindeer seabirds and other marine animals

arctic travel guide to help plan your arctic visit cruise Feb 09 2024

arctic travel guide where to go when to go what to expect cruise departures in 2024 to the arctic from 4 600 single and multi country
itineraries 8 29 days with cool antarctica and antarctica travels information arctic travel basics more travel details request contact
clothing boots

journey to the arctic what to expect enchanting travels Jan 08 2024

travel expert thidara udomritkul shares her experience of traveling to the arctic as part of a cruise by quark expeditions our partner
read on for expert tips and recommendations based on her personal experience

arctic cruises expeditions quark expeditions Dec 07 2023

our expeditions to the arctic one of the most unexplored domains on the planet feature the canadian high arctic greenland and svalbard
where visitors witness polar bears whales reindeer walruses and migratory birds and learn first hand about rich indigenous cultures
and their history

best arctic cruises tours 2024 2025 intrepid travel us Nov 06 2023

midnight sun epic ice and seascapes and preening polar bears welcome to the edge of the map take an unforgettable arctic circle cruise
with intrepid travel

the best arctic cruises in the world elite traveler Oct 05 2023

potential arctic cruises might include traveling through the norwegian svalbard archipelago or navigating greenland s majestic fjords
eyos expeditions s arctic cruises take place aboard a number of dramatic icebreaker superyachts including the rugged hanse explorer

conquering the impossible my 12 000 mile journey around the Sep 04 2023

in august 2002 mike horn set out on a mission that bordered on the impossible to travel 12 000 miles around the globe at the arctic circle
alone against all prevailing winds and currents and without motorized transportation

an arctic cruise to the top of the world afar Aug 03 2023

an arctic cruise to the top of the world on silversea s 17 day tromsø to reykjavik cruise you will experience some of the arctic s most
enchanting and remote destinations beginning with the surprisingly cosmopolitan city of tromsø the so called paris of the north

the 5 best arctic cruise itineraries from someone who has Jul 02 2023

highlights of these trips include seeing the arctic s iconic wildlife polar bears arctic fox walrus seals and musk ox and historic sites
related to the region s early exploration

arctic vacation destination iceland greenland norway Jun 01 2023

the best arctic vacation destinations and arctic vacation packages with national geographic expeditions visit and travel to iceland
greenland norway norwegian cruises more find the best

arctic travel guide national geographic Apr 30 2023

the untold story of the boldest polar expedition of modern times exploring the arctic can be life changing
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how to travel from oslo to norway s arctic circle by train Mar 30 2023

in high summer the sun doesn t set in northern norway making it prime time for a unique rail adventure following the tracks from
the capital oslo all the way into the arctic circle

ring road adventure 6 day iceland tour arctic adventures Feb 26 2023

imagine going away on an epic journey around iceland s entire ring road led by our expert guides you ll explore the best of iceland
from the erupting geysers of the famous golden circle to hidden gems like the wilderness center and stuðlagil canyon perfect for epic
photos

25 best arctic cruises 2024 prices cruise critic Jan 28 2023

get the latest deals for arctic cruises on cruise critic find and plan your next cruise to the arctic with cabin price comparison variety of
departure ports and dates to choose from

what to visit in the article circle tripsavvy Dec 27 2022

the two most famous destinations for travelers in the arctic circle is the north cape and spitsbergen spitsbergen is a norwegian island far
north in the arctic ocean and past the arctic circle in norway you can find the line of the arctic circle 50 miles north of mo i rana and 43
miles south of fauske

the arctic cruises viking Nov 25 2022

cruise through the ice fjord past jagged snow covered peaks get an intimate view of beluga minke and white whales by rib visit
longyearbyen s seed vault and northernmost church discover arctic beauty by cross country ski snowshoe or dogsled

10 best arctic cruises tours for 2024 2025 adventure life Oct 25 2022

during our small ship arctic cruises for 2024 and 2025 you ll experience a magical land of icy fjords jagged mountains and immense
glaciers glide beyond the arctic circle through dramatic ice floes to walk in the footsteps of the vikings or marvel at the breaching of a
humpback whale

arctic adventure tours journeys international Sep 23 2022

an award winning arctic expedition cruise that shows you the most dramatic coastline of greenland iceland and norway s spitsbergen
island see icy fjords rugged coastline and massive glaciers along the way encounter wildlife including bearded ringed and harp seals
musk oxen walrus beluga bowhead whales and of course polar bears
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